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         uit putride et glaciale, épouvantable nuit,
   Nuit du fantôme infirme et des plantes pourries,
Incandescente nuit, flamme et feu dans les puits,
Ténèbres sans éclairs, mensonges et roueries.

Qui me regarde ainsi au fracas des rivières?
Noyés, pêcheurs, marins? Éclatez les tumeurs
Malignes sur la peau des ombres passagères,
Ces yeux m’ont déjà vu, retentissez clameurs!

Le soleil ce jour-là couchait dans la cité
L’ombre des marronniers au pied des édifices,
Les étendards claquaient sur les tours et l’été
Amoncelait ses fruits pour d’annuels sacrifices.

Tu viens de loin, c’est entendu, vomisseur de couleuvres,
Héros, bien sûr, assassin morne, l’amoureux
Sans douleur disparaît, et toi, fils de tes œuvres
Suicidé, rougis-tu du désir d’être heureux?

Fantôme, c’est ma glace où la nuit se prolonge
Parmi les cercueils froids et les cœurs dégoutants,
L’amour cuit et recuit comme une fausse oronge
Et l’ombre d’une amante aux mains d’un impotent.

Et pourtant tu n’es pas de ceux que je dédaigne.
Ah! serrons-nous les mains, mon frère, embrassons-nous
Parmi les billets doux, les rubans et les peignes,
La prière jamais n’a sali tes genoux.

N  
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    ideous night, putrid and glacial,
    Night of disabled ghosts and rotting plants,
Incandescent night, flame and fire in the pits,
Shades of darkness without lightning, duplicity and lies.

Who sees rivers crashing inside himself ?
Suicides, trespassers, sailors? Explode
Malignant tumors on the skin of passing shadows,
These eyes have already seen me, shouts resound!

Earlier today the sun was setting in the city
Shadows of chestnut trees at the foot of buildings,
Banners snapped in the wind on the towers and summer
Heaped its fruits for the annual sacrifices.

You come at a distance, that’s for sure, vomiting snakes,
Hero, of course, gloomy assassin, lover
Whose pain never dies, and you, son of your works,
Suicide, do you blush with the desire to be happy?

Ghost, it is my mirror where night continues
Among the cold coffins and the bleeding hearts,
Love cooked and recooked like orange acid
The shadow of a lover in a cripple’s hands.

And still you are not one of those I scorn.
Ah! let us shake hands, my brother, let us embrace
Among the love letters, ribbons and combs,
You never soiled your knees praying. 

H 
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Tu cherchais dans la plage aux pieds des rochers droits
La crique où vont s’échouer les étoiles marines :
C’était le soir, des feux à travers le ciel froid
Naviguaient et, rêvant au milieu des salines,

Tu voyais circuler des frégates sans nom
Dans l’éclaboussement des chutes impossibles.
Où sont ces soirs? Ô flots rechargez vos canons
Car le ciel en rumeur est encombré de cibles.

Quel destin t’enchaîna pour servir les sévères,
Celles dont les cheveux charment les colibris,
Celles dont les seins durs sont un fatal abri
Et celles dont la nuque est un nid de mystère,

Celles rencontrées nues dans les nuits de naufrage,
Celles des incendies et celles des déserts,
Celles qui sont flétries par l’amour avant l’âge,
Celles qui pour mentir gardent les yeux sincères,

Celles au cœur profond, celles aux belles jambes,
Celles dont le sourire est subtil et méchant,
Celles dont la tendresse est un diamant qui flambe
Et celles dont les reins balancent en marchant,

Celles dont la culotte étroite étreint les cuisses,
Celles qui, sous la jupe, ont un pantalon blanc
Laissant un peu de chair libre par artifice
Entre la jarretière et le flots des volants,
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You were searching the shore at the foot of the vertical rocks
At the creek where the navies of stars wash up:
It was evening, some lightning bolts were sailing through
The cold sky and dreaming in the middle of the salt marsh

You saw nameless frigates moving
In the splashing of impossible drops.
Where are these evenings? O waves recharge your cannons
For the roaring sky is crowded with targets.

What destiny linked you to serve the most severe,
Those whose hair charmed the humming birds,
Whose hard breasts are a fatal refuge
And to whom the nape of the neck is a nest of mystery,

Those high clouds encountered in the shipwrecked nights,
Those of fires and those of deserts,
Those withered by love before their time,
Those who lie to protect their openness,

Those with heavy hearts, those with beautiful legs,
Those whose smiles are subtle and wicked,
Those to whom tenderness is a blazing diamond
And those whose muscles ripple while walking,

Those whose tight trousers hug their thighs,
Who, under their skirts, wear a pair of white pants
Leaving a little bare flesh to beguile
Between the garter and the waves of the rising dresses,
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Desnos and Warsh: Dreaming as One 

in 1971, holed up in toronto, I received an envelope 
from my Buffalo draft lawyer containing a terse telegram 
from Attorney General John Mitchell: “Rosenberg charges 
dropped,” and soon I was back in NYC. I edited issues 9–12 
of my formerly Toronto-based poetry magazine, The Ant’s 
Forefoot, on St. Mark’s Place. It was 1973, nearly a half- 
century after Robert Desnos wrote Night of Loveless Nights, 
and a half-century ago from today, that I gave over an issue 
of my mag to Lewis Warsh’s translation, while his Angel Hair 
Books printed my first translations of the psalms. 

As it happened: Lewis came by with the mimeograph sten-
cils for my Some Psalms and casually showed me his Desnos 
for The Ant’s Forefoot. (He was its most regular contributor, 
having been in every issue over six years.) It appeared he had 
completed the Desnos just that week, perhaps even in a sin-
gle night, which was hardly démodé in the speedy early ’70s 
when Warsh took over the poem—yet dawn was different, it 
was time to go out for a Pepsi at Gem Spa à la the great Ted 
Berrigan. Still, we can’t quite imagine Desnos or Warsh doing 
that; their sense of lost love wasn’t so much a defying of de-
pression as post-tragic, almost heroic in their poem’s struggle 
to recast love as poetry, ultimately wedded to revival, to dawn. 
It was a refashioned epithalamium. What’s more, Warsh’s text 
preserved a whiff of what earlier surrealists like Desnos called 
“automatic” writing, and which Desnos in particular had ex-
perimented with, calling it “sleep-writing.” 

I read it through as we shared a joint, amazed at how long 
it was for a single entry in the mag’s next issue. Did Lewis 
expect me to excerpt from it? I decided on the spot I didn’t 
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want to contemplate that; it had to be its own issue, a book. 
So, in 1973, Night of Loveless Nights became the first book by 
Desnos to be translated and published in English. 

The Warsh/Desnos book, Issue 10 of The Ant’s Forefoot, 
was printed at Brooklyn’s CCLM grant-supported Print 
Center. Both Angel Hair Books and The Ant’s Forefoot had by 
that time devolved from luxe papers and printings to mimeo-
graphed editions, and, in the case of the Desnos, to faux offset 
printing (Linotype printing onto paper plates) and saddle- 
stitched binding. Our reduction to stark realism was not only 
a commitment to survival, budget-wise, but a minimalist aes-
thetic. Every graphic aspect of my edition of Night was deluxe 
minimalism: the leftover paper stock I scrounged was comple-
mented by exquisite late-night typesetting and layout on non-
uniform page size, including a slight bleeding/aging process 
to the dreamy archival photos Lewis added for illustration. It’s 
impossible to reproduce; the materials of that impoverished 
graphic arts scene are long gone. 

The poem was originally published in French in 1930, a 
month before the poems’ inspiration—the Belgian-French 
chanteuse Yvonne George—died an early death. In 1926, 
when Desnos composed his Night, he would have seen Greta 
Garbo in the silent, Torrent. “If only to steal a perfect hour, it 
will never come again,” she says in intertitles. Facing his lost 
love of Yvonne, Desnos’s poem is a companion to Garbo’s 
“perfect hour.” The formal French alexandrines that trellis the 
poem echo Yvonne’s lyrics, yet his voice, like hers, soars apart. 

My prior sense of Desnos was informed by John Ashbery’s 
intro to the Collected Poems of Frank O’Hara, in ’71. John felt 
that Frank had founded a new postwar tradition in American 
poetry: to speak not so much in a poem as with it, even a sort 
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of conversing in which the poem could speak for itself, with 
something especially to say about poetry. 

The French context of Desnos’s Night is hyper-irony, as 
well as opium-irony, something deeper in its use of poetic tra-
dition than the general English-language pot-irony of the ’70s. 
That is why I think Desnos wasn’t translated by poets in that 
day, who otherwise made much of Apollinaire and company. 
The damn alexandrines were something only Rimbaud could 
have appreciated (were he still alive). Yet that form is but a 
flamenco tambourine beneath Desnos’ visionary comédie-
tragique. And that is why Lewis, who had translated little else 
and whose French was slow, felt he could do it as he did, as 
if taking dictation for a poem of his own. Most translators 
wouldn’t be up to it poetically. Alice Notley was, but somewhat 
later, in her free translations within Désamère (O Books, 1995). 

Less ambitious than Lewis when he translated that small 
book of an epic poem, I myself had translated some short ones 
by Desnos:

Dialogue

—Nothing interests me

—Laughs, lovingly, Therese

Actually, of course, Desnos is quite interested in Therese, but 
she fails to take him seriously. Which one is alive? In this tiny 
poem, Therese resurrects him from the dead of “nothing,” 
so that Desnos can lose her again: she is enlivened only by 
the poem. Or: Therese is in dialogue with herself, doubly dis-
tant in her self-love. What it can’t be is an homage; it’d be a 
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Editor’s Note

Robert Desnos’s poem, originally titled in English as “The 
Night of Loveless Nights,” first saw print in a private-press 
edition of 156 copies, with three illustrations by his friend, 
the artist George Malkine, published in Antwerp in 1930. 

The present volume is a fiftieth-anniversary republication of 
Lewis Warsh’s English translation, Night of Loveless Nights, 
first published in 1973 as issue #10 of The Ant’s Forefoot, a lit-
tle magazine edited by poet and translator David Rosenberg, 
in a saddle-stitched edition of 300 copies.

In its 1973 edition, Warsh’s translation stood alone, with-
out the French text en face. Our edition provides the 
French poem on the verso pages and adjusts the layout 
of Warsh’s translation to cohere, in most respects, to the  
manner in which the poem appears in Desnos’s Domaine 
public (Gallimard, 1953), adding drop caps in the style of the 
poem’s 1930 edition. We have also restored a missing stanza 
on page 35, marked with braces, and generously translated by 
Mark Polizzotti for this edition. Otherwise, besides correct-
ing a few minor typographic errors and editorial oversights, 
not being able to consult with its author, we have elected to 
preserve the translation’s idiosyncrasies.

Winter Editions extends heartfelt thanks to the family of 
Lewis Warsh (Katt Lissard; Marie, Sophia, and Max Warsh) 
for their assistance.




